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web page http://www.acu-free.com
When you read this Bulletin you agree that this is solely an
educational publication.
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You can download a copy to your computer for your own use; but
distributing content without written permission violates Federal
Copyright Laws.

About the Images
Every image is under copyright of Acu-Free.Com LLC or its
Licensors. All rights reserved.
The image of Sappho on the cover? Feel we should honor great artists
and creative geniuses over the millennia who have left an indelible
mark in our perception of art and in the process have almost been
forgotten.
Sappho was the first feminist, free thinker, poet and
classicist of the golden Age which belatedly merged into
the Renaissance.
Hi Sappho.

Dr. Homi J E Kaikobad
Chief Editor.
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Basics of 5 Element Diagnosis
Part XIV -

READING FACE COLOR SIGNS continued
Dr. Homi J E Kaikobad
MBBS DPH DIP AC NCCAOM LAC
Bachelor of Medicine & Surgery Ret. Diplomate in Public Health. Diplomate in Acupuncture &
National Board Certified. Licensed Acupuncturist

All of diagnosis is reading signs, and all of reading signs is being on the active look
out for these.
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The face offers a rich resource, but signs are minuscule and easily missed,
particularly in the artificial light of the consulting room.
The greenish hue of Liver [read Gall Bladder]. This is seen on:
● The temple
● at lateral corner of eye
… but can be missed unless one is at the window examining in natural light, coming
in at an angle.
Q. Why green?
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A. Because of the element Wood.
Q. Is it seen normally?
A. No, it remains latent.
Q. Why?
A. Because LV Qi is contained.
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Q. What is contained?
A. Resident in self sufficiency, not in excess, nor in deficiency. Then it is unseen.
Q. When not?
A. When disrupted, then it seeps out and spreads into an area which is designated
to receive it.
Q. Which is?
A. See image:

The sweeps around the eye show the
seepage area for LV.
Why eye? Because LV opens into the eye.
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Why temple? GB 1.
Look closely, see the slight tinge of
greenish.
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Q. Is this also the color of GB?
A. Yes.

Q. So any time one sees the tinge in this area ….
A. Think LV Qi in disharmony.

Image Courtesy of Pearson Scott Foresman. Wikipedia.
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SYSTEMIC DIAGNOSTIC SIGNS Many a tell tale sign presents for
the astute diagnostician, and even before there is one word spoken, the diagnosis
begins to be visible.
Pt agitated, involved, laughs a lot, talks in high key

Qi Deficient - Pulse Fast or Slow?

Pulse Fast 6 beats per one breath

??
Qi Deficient - Excess Internal

Discussion
What in the world?? How Qi def on one side and an Excess Internal on the other?
How can a def co exist with an excess?
A def can be the result of either the yang being afflicted or the yin.
If yang afflicted, there is an excess of yin, BUT within the overall state of
deficiency.
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And if yin afflicted, there is an excess of yang, BUT within the overall state of
deficiency.
Thus you run into this strange beast, this condition, whose presentation is that of
an excess [fast pulse, reddish cheeks, empty laughter, agitation, a belabored
vivaciousness] while the internal state is that of a def.
Pitfall? That one in treatment sedates the condition taking it to be an excess. If
that is done one has caused a def in a states which is already deficient.
Incredibly,even when every sign is that of an excess, the proper treatment will be
to tonify.
In this case, tonify an excess and get harmony.
Thus in the 5 element jungle, watch out for a deficiency masquerading as an
excess.
One hall mark of the culprit … it is a chronic condition with a history months if not
years long.
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CLINICAL ACUPUNCTURE

WITH

DR HOMI J E KAIKOBAD

A New Series
WHAT DOES THIS SIGN SAY?
A case walks into your clinic with a condition shown in the image below. For one
reason or another he cannot communicate and you are left with figuring out what
could have caused this. It has:
Ÿ deep ridges in nail, horizontally placed
What is this condition? How would you place it on a 5 element chart? What would
your diagnosis be? And how would you treat it?
Answer: Beau's lines are deep grooved lines that run from side to side on the
fingernail or the toenail. They may look like indentations or ridges in the nail
plate.[1]:657 This condition of the nail was named by a French physician, Joseph
Honoré Simon Beau (1806–1865), who first described it in 1846.
Traditionally it shows LU attacking LV. [Nails rued by LV, only attacker of LV is
LU]

Image Courtesy Author Elipongo. Source Wikipedia.
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A New Series:
POLISH UP YOUR ANATOMY & RADIOLOGY
Lets work with this image for internal organs but without labels, just a running
commentary:

Note 1st rib, small curved.
The lungs, just within the
ribcage.
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The heart in between the
lungs.
The liver under right rib cage
lowest ribs.
The small intestine framed
within the square of the large
intestine.
See arrow. Here the small
intestine ruled by Fire meets
the large intestine ruled by
Metal.
When def Fire aggresses on
Metal … ergo appendicitis.
Pelvis with head of femur
articulating in hip joint.

What is the 5 element nomenclature for appendicitis? Heart Fire Pouring into Metal.
Thus in 5 E work, anatomy often runs tandem with elemental predispositions.
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POINT OF VIEW
Two visitors. Winter’s night. Full Moon. Ancient Stonehenge on the Salisbury Plains.

The One: [curious] Got to ask you this. What is this place?
The Other: Its what it is to the beholder.
The One: [hurt] That's prevarication. Meaning you won't tell.
The Other: What you see it as, its that and no more.
The One: Am I being excluded?
The Other: Not excluded, protected.
The one walks the paths on which uncounted feet have treaded over 5000 years.
The winds whisper something, but the words cannot be discerned.

Image © Acu-Free.Com LLC or its Licensor
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